Support for HTCondor high-throughput computing workflows in the REANA reusable analysis platform
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Abstract—REANA is a reusable and reproducible data analysis platform allowing researchers to structure their analysis pipelines and run them on remote containerised compute clouds. REANA supports several different workflows systems (CWL, Serial, Yadage) and uses Kubernetes’ job execution backend. We have designed an abstract job execution component that extends the REANA platform job execution capabilities to support multiple compute backends. We have tested the abstract job execution component with HTCondor and verified the scalability of the designed solution. The results show that the REANA platform would be able to support hybrid scientific workflows where different parts of the analysis pipelines can be executed on multiple computing backends.
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I. INTRODUCTION

REANA [1], [2] is a reproducible and reusable data analysis platform allowing researchers to specify computational workflow steps in several declarative languages (such as CWL [3] or Yadage [4]) to run their data analysis pipelines on containerised compute clouds. The platform was developed with the data analysis reproducibility and reusability in mind [5]. The overview of the REANA platform is presented in Fig. 1.

The computational workflows associated to research data analyses can be represented in the form of a Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) that topologically order the analysis steps and define their dependencies. The DAG workflows may consist of running several tens of thousands of computational tasks. The REANA platform was developed with the Kubernetes-orchestrated job execution backend as the primary execution platform. In order to extend high performance and scalability of the platform, the present work introduces a ability to run workflow tasks on the HTCondor backend [6].

II. JOB CONTROLLER ABSTRACTION

The REANA platform submits analysis workflow steps through the REANA-Job-Controller component which takes inputs, container image, and commands to run to perform the workflow step tasks. The job controller component then launches the job using the Kubernetes Job API.

We have taken existing REANA-Job-Controller REST API and extended the design to support arbitrary compute backend such as HTCondor for high-throughput computing [6] or Slurm for high-performance computing [7]. The abstraction regards job submission and execution, job status monitoring, and the input/output data transfer amongst supported backends and is presented in Fig. 2.
The abstract REANA-Job-Controller component interface has been designed to allow the job execution, the job monitoring, and the input/output file transfer with support for multiple compute backends. The execution\_hook() decorator function allows for easy customisation of the interface with ad hoc “pre-” and “post-” submission tasks suitable for each concrete backend.

### III. Prototype

The designed solution was prototyped in the REANA platform using the CERN HTCondor cluster deployment. When a user specifies that a certain workflow job is to be run on the HTCondor backend, the REANA-Job-Controller container takes care of job translation and communication with the target compute backend. The typical communication scenario between the Kubernetes cluster and the HTCondor cluster is presented in Fig. 3.

The developed prototype was tested by means of running several particle physics model analyses [8]. The configurable level of “map-reduce” operations in the DAG workflow graph allows to further study the scalability of the solution.

We have furthermore integrated REANA with the Virtual Clusters for Community Computation (VC3) environment [9]. We have developed Ansible templates allowing individual users to deploy the personal REANA system in a VC3 environment. The deployment benefits from integration with a range of high-throughput and high-performance computing backends that the VC3 environment natively supports. Our design was thus validated by means of two independent deployment scenarios.

### IV. Conclusions

We have extended the REANA architecture to allow the execution of analysis jobs on arbitrary compute backends. We have prototyped the solution for running high-throughput scientific workflows using the HTCondor backend. We have implemented support for CERN HTCondor deployment and VC3 deployment scenarios. The developed solution was validated by means of several particle physics model analyses. The present work lays foundation towards a possibility of running hybrid scientific workflows where different part of the analysis pipeline can be executed on different computing backend.
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